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Summary

There is a need to emphasize and implement ARC policies with respect to performance periods including ineligible expenditures after the identified performance period. Our review identified 203 open ARC, State Administered and Basic Agency with balances after the end dates identified by ARC.Net. These grants for which balances after end dates totaling about $27 million are at risk if direct project expenditures are made after the end date. Grants with significant payments made after the performance period, including closed grants, were identified.

Prior reports have recommended addressing this issue including reasonable and supported extensions in line with ARC grant agreements that permit extensions if requested by grantee and approved by ARC or the administering agency. ARC initiated controls and actions to identify and notify grantees and/or administering agencies about expiring performance periods and need for supportable request for extensions. Implementation action is continuing including action on grants for which the performance period had been ended for at least two years.

Our recommendations in this report are directed at implementation of program requirements including incentives to encourage grantee and administering agency compliance rather than pursuing refunds for identified ineligible expenditures.

ARC action to revise ARC polices with respect to provision that States can request revocation of grants not started within 18 months of approval is also recommended.

Objective, Scope Criteria and Results

The objective was to identify grants with expired end dates and potential consequences. The scope was grants identified on ARC.Net with expired end dates as of September 30, 2017 including open grants and recently closed grants.

The ARC Grant Administration Manual, February 2015, states in item 4, section V, Record Keeping and Audits, that “ARC will not reimburse expenditures occurring after the grant period. As noted in section IV, Project Changes, grant period extensions should be requested and approved by ARC before the grant expires.”

2 CFR 200.77 states that the Federal awarding agency or pass through entity must include start and end dates of the period of performance in the Federal Award. Our interpretation is that ARC is the Federal Awarding agency for ARC approved grants.
ARC establishes performance periods for ARC administered grants primarily on periods outlined in grantee application and on estimated construction completion included in Basic Agency Monitoring Reports (BAMRs) provided by administering agencies.

Results

Tables A through C identify 122 grants with over $50,000 in ARC balances that are susceptible to ineligible payments if expenditures are made after the end of the identified reporting period. The balances of these grants approximated 24 million. Table D identifies 10 grants with significant payments that were made substantially after the performance period.

The tables note that the majority of expired end dates apply to grants approved in calendar year 2017 including significant number of grants with end dates as of September 30, 2017. These grants generally involve significant ARC balances and thus involve the majority of funds that are at risk for expenditures being ineligible based on current ending dates. Greater risk of ineligible payments also results when payments have been made significantly after the end date.

Table A identifies 64 ARC grants with expired end dates as of September 30, 2017 and ARC balances over $50,000 totaling approximating a total of $8 million.

Table B identifies 10 State administered grants as of September 30, 2017 with expired end dates and balances over $50,000 totaling approximating one million dollars.

Table C identifies 48 Basic Agency administered grants with expired end dates as of September 30, 2017 and balances over $50,000 approximating $16 million. This includes 12 grants in Report 17-02 with balances approximating $2.8 million.

Table D identifies 10 grants with payments totaling $2,941,471 significantly after the reported end date.

Actions initiated or in process include notifying Federal and State grant administering agencies by e-mail once per quarter with a list of expired grants and initiation of a procedure to prevent drawdowns by State administering agencies if end dates have expired. This control is not currently available for Federal basic agencies. Similar controls are in place for ARC administered grants.

Performance Periods Extension

ARC grants can only be extended by amendments. If the project is ARC administered, it can be extended unilaterally by the Project Coordinator if the extension is a year or less – the amendment must include the Division Director’s signature in all other cases. If the project is not ARC administered, it can be extended by the basic agency (on the grantee’s behalf).
unilaterally if the extension is three years or less. The basic agency is required to provide an explanation. ARC staff must approve any extensions beyond this time frame.

We fully support the ARC policies with respect to expenditures after the performance period being ineligible and the need for grantees to request and obtain approval of a performance period extension prior to incurring expenditures after identified end dates.

We disagree with unilateral action and note that such action could also result in significant extensions for grants that were inactive for lengthy periods prior to the extensions, projects are substantially completed or have small balances. Extensions based on grantee requests, including reasons for extensions and estimated time to complete project are considered reasonable requirements.

Based on the extent of grants with expired end dates it appears that the Basic Agency process for identifying, approving and explaining extensions needs significant improvement. Many BAMRs do not provide explanations for delays or needed extensions and some BAMRs are not received. We recognize that Basic Agencies have responsibility to administer construction grants but ARC, as the grantor, has authority to obtain needed grant management information from these agencies in our opinion.

For example, we disagree with extensions primarily based on BAMR reports that identify revised estimated construction completion dates but do not identify if factors delaying project implementation are resolved. Grant numbers GA-17584 and TN-16038 are examples.

We recommend:

- The grant agreement with grantees should emphasize ARC provisions about requesting and supporting extensions and that expenditures after approved period without prior approval are ineligible expenditures.

- Emphasis should be based on extensions requested by grantees and supported by the need for the extension and the length of the extension should be commensurate with the identified need, including consideration of the project status and fund balance.

- Blanket and unilateral extensions should be avoided.

- Coordinate with Basic Agencies to better assure ARC polices are implemented, including notification to ARC of significant grant period extensions and reasons therefore.

- Follow-up on open grants with expired end dates.